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Topic 3: Recommnedations to Improve the PV Module Listing Application
Form
Pls see attached
Additional submitted attachment is included below.

Recommendations to improve the PV module CEC Listing
Submitted by:
Zennia Villanueva
zenniav@retc-ca.com
510-226-1635 x7777
RETC, LLC (Fremont, CA)

1. Acceptance of UL 61730 as an alternate for UL 1703
2. CEC requires that the range of the models to be entered is in descending order of
power rating but this is not intuitive. It will be good to insert a note to prompt the user

3. The P/F for Pmax tested value vs nameplate rating is 5% but the form turns red if it
is above 10% instead of 5%. This has to be fixed.

4. CEC requires same sample to be tested for NOCT and Temperature Coefficients.
To save on cost, manufacturers submit Black Backsheet samples for NOCT to cover
both Black and White NOCT as this is worst case condition however since temperature
coefficients has to be measured on both black and white, the condition "test on same
sample" cannot be satisfied. We suggest to remove this requirement.

5. Clause 3.1 requires that the column "Description" is limited to 30 characters but this
is not enough to cover : backsheet color, power rating, technology, # cells, special
description.
Example: “385W Black Backsheet 60 PERC Monocrystalline Half-cells PV Module”
(over 30 characters)
6. CEC rejects applications if the Power Rating is not in the Description column. The
form does not prompt the user that this is required especially there are specific columns
pertaining to power so if this is required, the user must be prompted that this is a
minimum requirement. We suggest to either put a drop down menu or add a note under
the column name.

7. Remove the term "in addition to lab accuracy" in clause 2.5 which seems to
suggest that lab accuracy can be added to the ±5% range as the intent was that the lab
uncertainty is factored into the value reported to the Energy Commission, and is not
used to adjust the reported value

8. Cut-off dates- if this is no longer applicable this has to be removed or clarified:

9. CEC Requirement for submissions from Manufacturer:
All equipment listing requests and required documentation must be submitted by the
Equipment Manufacturer. (The NRTL may provide assistance.)
There are too many rejections from the manufacturer submissions because they are not
as focused on CEC's detailed guidelines so it is beneficial for them to work with external
test labs who are focused on standards and regulations.
It will be good if Test Laboratories be allowed to submit on behalf of manufacturers, and
just require adding the main contact person from the manufacturer in the cc list or any

confirmation possible to make the process more efficient instead of requiring only the
manufacturers to submit.
10. Different Topic: OSEGT (including AC Modules)
The form states only the NRTL is authorized to do testing. We think the intent is
Certificate is issued by the NRTL as opposed to tested. Most NRTLs have satellite labs
and CBTLs that are not NRTL which they authorize to test for them. The certificate is
issued by NRTLS therefore is still the NRTL's responsibility. Pls consider revising the
words to allow CBTLs under NRTLs to test instead of limiting this to NRTLs.

